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69058

2012 Michel Gassier Nostre Pais Costieres de Nimes Blanc

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$16.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"A wine that ended up being my house white over the holidays, the 2012 Costieres De Nimes Nostre Pais is an awesome effort that will
compete with wines two to three times its price. A blend of 53% Grenache Blanc, 38% Roussanne, 6% Viognier and 3% Bourboulenc that
was partially barrel fermented and aged on lees for 6 months, it offers gorgeously pure, fresh aromas of ripe peaches and golden fruits
intermixed with crisp minerality, toast and floral nuances. Medium to full-bodied, pure, balanced and long." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 92pts

51982

2011 Chante Cigale Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc

$24.99

N/A

N/A

"Ripe but nicely focused, this white displays tangerine and nectarine notes along the edges, lending a racy hint to the peach and yellow apple
fruit flavors. There's good cut on the finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

69059

2012 Michel Gassier Lou Coucardiee Blanc Costieres de Nimes

$24.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 Costieres De Nimes Lou Coucardie has a layered, medium to full-bodied, concentrated profile. Offering up ample sweet
blackberry, cassis, loamy soil and pepper, this beauty should also be hard to resist on release, yet evolve gracefully for upward of a decade."
- Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

65800

2012 Domaine du Vieux Telegraphe Chateauneuf du Pape La Crau Blanc $69.99

N/A

N/A

"Lush and enticing, with brioche and macadamia nut aromas giving way to creamed melon, heather honey and yellow apple fruit flavors. A
light kiss of toast weaves through the finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

65802

2012 Domaine du Vieux Telegraphe Chateauneuf du Pape La Crau Blanc $37.99

N/A

N/A

"Lush and enticing, with brioche and macadamia nut aromas giving way to creamed melon, heather honey and yellow apple fruit flavors. A
light kiss of toast weaves through the finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

60619

2012 Tablas Creek Cotes de Tablas Blanc

$24.99

N/A

N/A

"Fresh pear, melon and iodine on the perfumed floral- and mineral-accented nose. Round, fleshy and smooth in texture, with spicy pear and
citrus fruit flavors enlivened by tangy minerality. At once rich and lively, with very good finishing clarity and spicy persistence." - Reviewed by:
International Wine Cellar - 91pts

66623

2012 Clos Solene Hommage Blanc

$65.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright, green-tinged yellow. Sexy orchard and pit fruit aromas are sharpened by notes of lemon curd, mint and lemon thyme, with suave
vanilla and honey qualities adding complexity. Fleshy and broad but dry and energetic as well, offering sappy pear, nectarine and candied
citrus fruit flavors and a bracing note of chalky minerals. Clings impressively on the finish, leaving floral and honeyed pear notes behind. This
wine's interplay of richness and vivacity is impressive." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

66419

2012 Domaine Marcoux Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc

$49.99

N/A

N/A

"An awesome white that's a blend of two-thirds Roussanne and one-third Bourboulenc, and sees no oak (plenty of less contact and
batonnage however), the 2012 Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc deliver rich, classic notes of golden fruits, peach, honey blossom and brioche in
a medium to full-bodied, seamless and voluptuously textured package. Despite the richness here, it stays brilliantly fresh and drinkable." Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

66414

2012 Clos Saint Jean Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"We finished the tasting with the 2012 Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc. A blend of Grenache Blanc, Clairette, Bourboulenc and Roussanne, with
the Roussanne and Grenache Blanc aged in neutral barrel and everything else in tank, it offers up notions of quince, white currants and
flowers to go with a balanced, clean feel on the palate. Possessing fantastic purity and terrific acidity." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 92pts

58085

2011 Tablas Creek Cotes de Tablas Blanc

$24.99

N/A

"Pale yellow. Leesy peach and pear aromas are complemented by white flowers and lemon zest. Supple citrus and pit fruit flavors show very
good depth and back-end lift, picking up dusty minerality with air. Finishes clean and tight, with nervy cut and very good floral persistence." Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 91pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A
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57298

2011 Chapoutier Chante Alouette Hermitage Blanc

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$99.99

N/A

N/A

"Possibly the finest cuvee of this wine I have ever tasted, the stunning, rich 2011 Ermitage Chante Alouette comes from three separate
parcels on Hermitage Hill (Meal, Les Murets and Chante Alouette) and reveals plenty of white currant, buttered citrus, tangerine oil and
honeysuckle along with hints of such exotic fruits as mango. It is a full-bodied, Montrachet-styled, dry white." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 95pts

66036

2011 Guigal Saint Joseph Blanc Lieu Dit

$65.99

N/A

N/A

"A plump, mouthfilling, tropical style, with dried peach, mango and apricot notes offset by a taut thread of orange zest. Singed almond and
ginger course through the richly textured finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 93pts

52025

2010 Booker Roussanne Viognier

$49.99

N/A

N/A

"Green-tinged gold. Fresh white flowers, green apple and pear on the enticing, mineral-accented nose. Gently sweet, fleshy and broad,
offering pear and white peach flavors and a touch of salty minerals. Finishes with firm grip, very good length and lingering notes of ginger and
spices." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 91pts

65801

2012 Domaine du Vieux Telegraphe Chateauneuf du Pape La Crau Blanc$145.00

N/A

N/A

"Lush and enticing, with brioche and macadamia nut aromas giving way to creamed melon, heather honey and yellow apple fruit flavors. A
light kiss of toast weaves through the finish." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 92pts

19915

2008 Chateau de Beaucastel Chateauneuf du Pape Blanc Vieilles Vignes $135.00

N/A

"More restrained than usual, with more minerality and acidity, which is in keeping with the vintage character. While still relatively exotic,
everything is more buttoned down. However, the overall impression is of a full-bodied, powerful, honeyed white wine with superb depth,
richness, and potential complexity. This beauty should be at its peak between 2010 and 2015." Reviewed by Robert Parker. - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

